1. Introduction. The relations between order and commutativity in operator algebras have been studied by a> number of authors [7] , [8] , [10] , [ll]. Results in this area usually begin with an order assumption and end with a commutative conclusion. The methods used have tended to refer to C*-algebras, while, in reality, the "commutativity-from-order" theme has little to do with such matters. The proper approach, as we propose to show, is via a kind of "local" study of the linear space and absolute value structure of the space S of all self-adjoint (s.-a.) operators on a Hilbert space. Specifically, we show that the commutative subsets of S are completely determined by the linear structure of S together with the absolute value operation. This is no longer true if we replace the words "absolute value operation" by "partial order" (the usual one for s.-a. operators).
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Locally in S, there is a special kind of vector lattice structure which we believe is the single underlying factor in all situations where commutativity follows from order considerations. We venture to predict that any future inferences of this sort can be rapidly disposed of via our special structure and a few elementary manipulations. To bear this out, we generalize and thus deduce the existing results in this fashion.
Finally, we raise the same questions for s.-a. measurable operators and for the s.-a. part of the regular ring of a finite AW*-algebra.
The finality achieved in the bounded case is not as yet forthcoming here; nevertheless, we do manage to reproduce substantial portions of our results.
The main results of this paper were announced in [15] .
2. The absolute value and related operations. If a is a s.-a. operator (bounded, except in §8), we set |a| = (a2)1'2 and define a \Jb= %ia + b+ \a -b\), aAb = kia + b-\a-b\), a+ = \i\a\ + a) and a~ = \(\a\ -a).
We summarize a number of simple properties of these operations in anda Ab èa, b^aVb; (10) ||(|a|)| = |a|| and ||a|| g ||6|| ifO^a^b.
Verification of these facts is straightforward and is left to the reader. Two s. (2)ab= -ba; (3) a6 = 0 = ba.
Remark. We originally gave a spectral argument in [14] for (2) => (3). We are indebted to H. Leptin for the neater version given below which is free of spectral considerations. We subsequently observed that Leptin's version of (2) => (3) validates Lemma 2 for positive elements in the regular ring of a finite AW*-algebra. Berberian has recently pointed out (in a letter to the author) that there are positive s.-a. elements in the regular ring with empty spectrum, so Leptin's version is significantly stronger.
Proof. (1) => (2): (a + b)2 = \a -b\2 = (a -b)2, so ab + ba = 0. (2) ab = 0; (3) Any two of the operators a+, a~, b+, b~ have zero product.
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (3) is immediate from Lemmas 2 and 3 and the inequality 0^a+, a"^|a|.
That ( (7)), so u Av = 0 and by Lemma 2, uv = 0 = uu.
Thus (a -g)ib -g) = a6 -ag -gb + g2 = 0 and (6 -g)ia -g) = ba -bg -ga + g2 = 0. lîag = ga and 6g = gb we have aè = ba. The converse is clear. | Lemma 5. Let a be s.-a., e a projection with O^o^e.
Then ea = a = ae icf. [7] ).
Proof. a(l -e) = 0 by Lemma 3. | Proposition 1. For two projections e and f, e Af ^ 0 if and only if e and f commute, in which case e A/= efl/> the projection lattice GLB. Further, if ef 9e fe, then e Af is not comparable with zero.
Proof. Evidently, e Af ^ 0 if e and / commute. Conversely, for g = e Af, we have 0 ^ g ^ e, f. Hence eg = g = ge and fg = g = gf by Lemma 5. By Lemma 4, ef=fe = eC\f. But \e -f\2= (e -f)2 = (e -f)\ so |e-/| = (e-/)2andeA/"=e/=efU
If ef ?+ fe, then e Af ^ 0 by the above. Suppose then that e Af ^ 0 and let us aim for a contradiction. Now 0^-ie Af) = i -e) V(-/) so eáO V (c -/) and / í£ if -e) V 0, employing the translation invariance of V (Lemma 1, (5)). But (e -/)+ = (e -f) V0 and (e -/)" = (/-e) V0 so by Lemma 3 we get e/= 0, contradicting ef p^ fe. Thus e Af\$0 as asserted. I Corollary 2. For to) s.-a. operators a, 6^0, a Ab ^0 implies that a and b are disjoint, so that ab = 0.
Proof. The last part of the proof of Proposition 1, which did not use the fact that e and / are projections, applies equally to a and b. | Remarks. For s.-a. operators a and b we have aAo^Oifa, 6^0 and a and 6 commute. But the rest of Proposition 1 may fail if a and 6 are not projections. For example, take /l 0\ /l 1\ a = [ I and 6 = 1 ).
VO 2/ \1 3/ Then a, 6 ^ 0, a ^ 6, 6 $ a and a6 ^ ba. But
12/ so (a -6)2 ^ (a + 6)2 and | a -61 ^ a + 6 (by monotonicity of the square root on positive operators). Thus a Ab è 0. From this last computation we obtain But a = x++ g and b = x~+g by Lemma 1, (7) so ag = g2 = gb. By Lemma 4, ab = ba.
The second statement is an easy consequence of Zorn's Lemma. Now it is a classical fact that a maximal commutative set of s.-a. operators is a weakly closed algebra which forms a vector lattice under the operations V and AThus any disjunctive set is contained in such an algebra, and the third statement can then be read out of [16] . Assume now that (A) holds in V.
(J) => (SQ): For -6^a^6 we have 6 +a, 6-a^0 and b2 -a2 = (6 + a) o (6 -a) è 0.
(SQ) => (P): For a, 6 ^ 0, -(a + 6) ^ a -6 ^ a + 6, so (a -6)2 ^ (a+6)2.
Taking square roots preserves the order and \a -61 5¡ a + 6. Thus a A 6 ^ 0.
(SQ) => (J): Let a, 6 ^ 0. Then |a -6| ^ a + 6, since (SQ) => (P). But (SQ) => (O) trivially, so (a -6)2 = |a -6|2 ^ (a + 6)2 and hence a o6 ^ 0.
[(O) and (P) ] => (SQ): Given -b^a^b. Then 6 + a, b -a ^ 0 so (6 + a) A (6-a) ^Oby (P) and |a|^6. By (O), a2 = |a|2^62. | Definition.
A linear space V of s.-a. operators is called a special vector lattice if (A) and (L) hold in V and if, in addition, |a| = sup(a, -a), where |a| = (a2)1'2 and "sup" denotes the least upper bound in the lattice order induced on V by V+.
If V merely satisfies (L) we shall call V a vector lattice, dropping the modifier "special."
A commutative linear space V satisfying (A) is manifestly a special vector lattice. This is a minor variation of the classical fact mentioned already in the proof of Proposition 2. However, there are commutative vector lattices which are not special. Moreover there are noncommutative vector lattices, these being necessarily nonspecial, as we shall see presently. For examples of the above we refer the reader to [15] .
It will be important for us to know when a linear space V is a special vector lattice. We develop here a number of useful criteria. Proof. First we observe that existence of g = inf (a, 6) implies existence of inf(a + c, b + c) for any c E V. We have, moreover, inf(a + c, 6 + c) = inf(a,6) + c. Thus inf(a -a Ab, b -a A6) = g -a Ab. But (a -a A6) A (6 -a A6) = 0 so (a -a A6)(6 -a A6) = 0 (Lemma 2). By Lemma 7,  we have a Ab = g ¡±0. |
The next proposition points out a certain superfluity in the definition of "special vector lattice." Proposition 3. Let Vbe a linear space of s.-a. operators which satisfies conditions (A) and (L). Then V is a special vector lattice.
Proof. Given a,bE V, let g = inf (a, b). By Lemma 8, g = a A b, and this is enough to insure that V is special. I The following fact is classical and is easily verified.
Lemma 9. In any partially ordered real linear space V, property (R) is equivalent to the statement:
For Xi ^ yk with x¿, ykE V (i,k = 1,2), there is a zEV with x, ^ z ¿¡ yk. = 6 A x. Now x A (a A 6) = (x A a) A 6 = x A 6 = x, so x ^ a A 6 as required. The proof for V is dual.
In each of the remaining cases, assume 0, a 5¡ 6. We shall show a+ ^ 6.
(3) => (1): Wehave6, 6-a^Oanda = 6-(6-a) so |a| ^ |6|+ |6-a| = 26-a. Thusa+^6. Proof. Recall first that a pre-(Af)-space is a vector lattice with a norm satisfying: (i) ||a|| ^ ||6|| for |a| 5¡ |6[; and (ii) |a\/6||= ||a|| V ||6|| fora, 6 ^ 0. By Lemma 1, (10) the first condition holds throughout S. According to [3] , it is enough to show that (ii) holds with a A 6 = 0. But in this case a and 6 commute and by the Spectral Theorem we may choose a functional representation of the smallest uniformly closed algebra of s.-a. operators containing 1, a and 6. This algebra is represented as a real C(X) (with X a compact subset of the plane) and the representation preserves absolute value, products, the linear structure and the norm. This information, together with the fact that C(X) is an (M) -space, concludes the proof. | Now consider an arbitrary vector lattice V with a norm satisfying ||a| 161| whenever | a | ^ 161 in V. A state of V is a positive linear functional of bound ^ 1. From the Alaoglu Theorem, we see that the set of all states is a w*-compact convex áubset of the norm unit ball of V*. Denote by 3^the set of extreme ("pure") states and let X be the iü*-closure of 3> with zero state deleted (it is always pure). Now \et3foe the set of "lattice states," i.e., those states which preserve absolute value. It is easy to see that Jz^is w*-compact (it may consist of the zero state alone). In order that 3> E -S^it is necessary and sufficient that property (ii) (see the proof of Lemma 12 above) hold, i.e., that V be a pre-(M)-space. If 9 E ^then X C S£. We shall refer to X as the pure state space of V. Representing a G V'by the function a'(x) = x(a), where xGX we obtain a linear lattice preserving isometry of V with a linear sublattice of C(X). Then X is locally compact, all functions in V vanish at infinity (the zero state), V separates points of X and oe is the only point where all functions in V vanish. This is the pure state representation of V. We summarize this in Theorem 1 (Kakutani). The following are equivalent: (1) V is a pre-(M)-space.
(2) V" is a linear sublattice of C(X), X locally compact (the pure state space of V), which separates the points of X. Each function in V vanishes at oe, and oe is the only point where all functions in V vanish.
Kakutani proved more (see [4, p. 103, Theorem 4] , for an account and references), but this suffices for our purposes. (E) For each x E X, f(x) > 0 implies f(x) = e(x).
Remark. Although e is finite-valued and lower semi-continuous, it need not be in V or even in C(X).
Proof. Iff has property (E), then let / = Ug + h) withg,A£P. Iff(x) = 0 then g(x) = 0 = h(x). If f(x) > 0 then f(x) = e(x) and g(x), h(x) ^ e(x).
Suppose one of g(x), h(x) is < e(x). Then e(x) = kg(x) + \h(x) < \e(x) + ^e(x) = e(x), a contradiction. Hence g(x) = e(x) = h(x), so g = f = h and / is extreme.
Conversely, suppose (E) fails for 0^/£P (0 is always extreme). By assumption, there is an a £ X with 0 < f(a) < e(a). Moreover, we can find a function kEP with f(a) <k(a), for otherwise we would have f(a) = k(a) = e(a). Now set g = / Vk. Then f<gEP-Take h = g A2f. Then hEP since 0 £ h átg á 1; moreover, 0 ^ h ^ 2/. Also 2/ál+/áH-A since f^h (because / ^ g and / ^ 2f). Thus 0 £ 2/-À é 1 and hence h, 2f -h E P-But / = T,h + 1(2/ -h). Evaluating at the point a, we see that / j¿ h, so / is not extreme. I Corollary 4. Let V be a special vector lattice of s.-a. operators. The set E of extreme points of P forms a Boolean ring under V and A, so any two extreme points of P commute.
Proof. In the pure state representation of V, Proposition 7 describes the extreme points of P as those functions / £ P which take either the value 0 or e(x) at a point x£X (and only these values). For /, gEE, (f\/g)(x) = e(x) if f(x) > 0 or g(x) > 0 and (/ V#)(x) = 0 otherwise. Also (f-(fAg))
■ (x) = e(x) iff(x) > 0 andg(x) = 0; otherwise we have (f-(fAg))(x) = 0.
Thus fWg,f-(f Ag) E E. From [16] (proof of Lemma 2), E is a Boolean ring under V and A with f -(f Ag) as the relative complement operation. Being disjunctive, E is commutative by Proposition 2. | 5. The bounded strong operator topology. In the space S of all s.-a. operators (or in the ring of all bounded operators) we define a topology called the bounded strong operator topology as follows. A set E E S is closed if and only if Ef\B is strongly closed (i.e., closed in the strong operator topology) in B, for each norm-bounded set BES. The bounded strong closure of E will be denoted by bs(£).
The bounded weak operator topology, et al., can be defined similarly, but we shall have no occasion to consider these notions here. Concerning such topologies, we refer the reader to [4, Chapter II, §5, . A few relevant facts are listed below without proof; the proofs are isomorphic to ones given in [4] .
Lemma 13. bs(E) is the set of all limits of strongly convergent norm-bounded nets from E. The bounded strong, strong and weak closures of a norm-bounded convex set coincide.
The weak and strong closures of a convex set of operators coincide by [6] .
If s(E) denotes the strong closure of E, then in general, we have s(E) D bs(i?).
One might suspect that s(K) = bs(K) for any convex set K ES, but this is not the case. One need only take K to be the null space of an ultrastrongly continuous, but strongly discontinuous, linear functional on S. Such functional exist by Théorème 1 (p. 40) of [5] . Lemma 
A set E is bs-closed (open) if and only if Ef~)U is relatively strongly closed (open) in U, for every norm ball U about zero in S.
For the proof, see Lemma 2 (p. 42) of [4] . Corollary 5. The bounded strong operator topology is locally convex. If u, bs and s denote, respectively, the uniform, bounded strong and strong operator topologies, then s G bs C u.
The map a^>a2 from S to itself is known to be discontinuous in both the weak and strong operator topologies (see [5, Chapter I, §3] ; this result seems to be due to E. Michael). This is our motivation for considering the bounded strong operator topology. Proposition 8. The operations a -» a2 (a, 6) -* a6 + 6a and a -> | a | are continuous in the bounded strong operator topology. If f is any continuous real function (not necessarily bounded) of a real variable, the map a -» f(a) from S to itself is continuous in the bounded strong operator topology.
Proof. This follows from a result of Kaplansky [9, Corollary to Theorem 2]. Officially, Kaplansky is referring to the strong continuity of a bounded real continuous function of a s.-a. operator over all of S. However, the same effect is achieved if we restrict a not necessarily bounded real continuous function (such as the absolute value) of a s.-a. operator to norm-bounded sets (we are indebted to J. Dixmier for calling our attention to this device). I Proposition 9. The bounded strong closure of a special vector lattice is again a special vector lattice.
Proof. This is immediate from the joint continuity of the lattice operations in the bounded strong operator topology and this, in turn, follows from the bounded strong continuity of the absolute value (Proposition 8). I 6. Special vector lattices. We are now in a position to obtain our main result and to draw from it a number of nontrivial conclusions.
Theorem 2. Every special vector lattice of s.-a. operators is commutative.
Proof. Let V be a special vector lattice and let L = bs( V) be its bounded strong closure. Then L is an (M)-space (Proposition 9, Lemma 12 and Corollary 5). It will turn out that L also has an order unit (see the proof of Corollary 6) and is therefore representable as a full C(X), X = the compact pure state space of L, but this, and the fact that L is uniformly closed, is not needed for the commutativity result. Let P be the positive part of the norm unit ball in V. Then bs(P) = s(P) = w(P) (the weak closure of P) by Lemma 13, since P is obviously convex. Let Q = w(P). Then QEL and Q (manifestly convex) is compact in the weak operator topology [5, p. 34] . The Krein-Milman Theorem now tells us that Q is the weakly closed convex hull of its set E of extreme points. By Corollary 4, the set E is a commutative Boolean ring of s.-a. operators, and hence E is contained in a maximal commutative set A of s.-a. operators. But A is evidently a (weakly closed) maximal abelian algebra of s.-a. operators and the Krein-Milman result shows that LEA. Thus L is commutative. I Corollary 6. Let V be any special vector lattice, L = bs( V) its bounded strong closure, P the positive part of the norm unit ball of V, Q = bs(P) its bounded strong closure. Then Q contains a largest (in the ordering of s.-a. operators) operator e, and e is an order unit for L. The special vector lattice L is a boundedly complete (M)-space and is isometric and linear lattice isomorphic to a C(X), with X compact and extremally disconnected (but not necessarily measure bearing).
Proof. The set Q is directed, in fact, lattice ordered, by 5S and bounded above in S by the identity operator 1 £ S. Thus Q has an LUB e £ S which is both a weak and strong limit point of Q (regarded as a net) ; see [5, Appendice II] . Thus e E Q and e is evidently an order unit for L since the absolute value of any a £ L is dominated by ||a||e. Essentially the same arguments show that any set in L which is bounded above in L has an LUB in L so that L is boundedly complete. A well-known result of M. H. Stone [12] now implies that the (normalized) pure state space X of L is extremally disconnected. Note, however, that X need not be "hyperstonian" (in Dixmier's terminology). That L exhausts C(X) can be read out of [13, Corollary 3,  p. 174]. | Corollary 7. Let V be a special vector lattice, L = bs( V) as in Corollary 6, with e the order unit described there. Then L is an algebra of s.-a. operators if and only if e is a projection. Proof . If e is a projection, it can, by reduction of the underlying Hubert space, be assumed to be the identity operator. By Proposition 2, the set E of extreme points of Q is a Boolean algebra of projections and this obviously makes L an algebra, since the linear hull of E is a bounded strong dense algebra in L.
Conversely, if L is an algebra, then e2 E Q, since e2 ^ e ^ 1 and e2 E L. But e is an extreme point of Q by Proposition 7. Now (1 -e)2 = 1 -2e + e2 0 so 0 â 2e -e2 ^ 1 and hence 2e -e2E Q. Since e = \e2 + \(2e -e2), we must have e2 = e. | We now employ the criteria developed in §3 to obtain several applications of Theorem 2.
Corollary 8 (Sherman's Theorem [11]
). // the s.-a. operators in a C*-algebra A are lattice ordered by A+, then A is commutative.
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 3 and Theorem 2. | Corollary 9 (Theorem of Fukamiya-Misonou-Takeda [7] ). If A is a C*-algebra whose set of s.-a. operators has property (R) of §3, then A is commutative.
Proof. This follows at once from Proposition 4 and Theorem 2. | Corollary 10 (Ogasawara's Theorem [10] ). If A is a C*-algebra whose set of s.-a. operators has property (O), then A is commutative. Proof. This is a reinterpretation of the facts uncovered in Lemma 6, Proposition 4 and Theorem 2. | Corollary 12. Let S and T be the spaces of all s.-a. operators on the Hubert spaces H and K, respectively. Let A be any linear subspace of S which satisfies condition (A) of §3 and suppose that ¿> is a linear map of A into T which satis-fies <b(\a\) = |<p(a) \, for all a £ A. Thencb preserves commutativity (but <¡> may destroy squares).
Proof. Suppose a, 6 £ A commute. Let V be any special vector lattice in S containing a and b (e.g., the smallest uniformly closed algebra of s.-a. operators containing a and b). Then W = V f] A is also a special vector lattice since A is closed under a-» |a|. The image of W under <t> is also a special vector lattice containing 0(a) and <f>(b), so these operators commute. | 7. Connections with Jordan algebras. Linear subspaces of the space S of all s.-a. operators which are closed under the operation a -» | a | (property (A) ) bear, in some respects, a resemblance to Jordan algebras of s.-a. operators (linear subspaces of S closed under a-* a2). The extent of the similarity seems to depend on the "proximity" of the subspace to the identity operator. We make this precise below, but we need to dispense with some technicalities first.
If X is a set and A is a set of real-valued functions on X, we say that A has the two-point property if for any reals a and ß and any two distinct points x and y in X, there is a function /£ A with f(x) = a and f(y) = ß. Proof. Given 0 < x < y in X and reals a, ß. Take n so that n"1 < x and choose reals X and p. so that the function h = Xf + p[(nf) A l] takes the value a at x and ß at y. This can be done, since h(x) = Xx + p and h(y) = Xy + p; we simply solve the equations Xx + p = a, Xy + m = ß for X and p. I Lemma 15 is a special variant of a rather general related fact: Let X be any set and let A be a vector lattice of real-valued functions on X (pointwise linear and lattice operations). Assume further that (1) A separates the points of X; (2) there is no point of X at which every function in A vanishes; (3) A contains 1 A/, whenever it contains /= 0 (by virtue of the relation 1 A/= 1 A |/| -(1 A/~ + / ), (3) is equivalent to Stone's "measurability condition": 1 A/£ A for all /£ A). Then A has the two-point property.
The proof of this last fact is not difficult, but we omit the details. Lemma 16. In C[0, 1] , the functions h satisfying h(0) = 0 and xh(y) ^ yh(x) for all 0 < x < y ;£ 1 are precisely the strictly convex or strictly concave functions which vanish at zero.
The proof is elementary and is omitted.
We need to cite a theorem of M. H. Stone on vector lattices of continuous functions on a locally compact space. Since Stone's formulation of this theorem in [13, Theorem 12] contains a flaw, we list some alternatives.
Stone's Theorem. Let E be a locally compact Hausdorff space, C3E) the algebra of all real continuous functions on E which vanish at infinity. If A is a uniformly closed linear sublattice of Ca(E) then any one of the conditions below implies A = Coe(E).
(1) A has the two-point property.
(2) A separates points of E, there is no point of E at which every function in A vanishes and 1 A f E A, whenever f E A, f ^ 0.
(3) A separates points of E, there is no point of E at which every function in A vanishes andf2EA if f EA. Stone's assumptions in [13] are (i) A separates points of E; and (ii) there is no point of E where every function in A vanishes. To see that these conditions alone do not suffice, take E -(0,1] and let A be the one-dimensional vector lattice of all real multiples of the "diagonal function" /(f) = t. Then A satisfies (i) and (ii), but A ¿¿ C«,(E).
Having disposed of these preliminaries, we come to the main result of this section.
Theorem 3. Let V be a linear space of s.-a. operators which is closed under the operation a -> \a \ and let A be its uniform closure. Then any one of the conditions below implies that A is a Jordan algebra.
(DIE A.
(2) 1 Act G A, for each aEV+ (Stone's "measurabilitycondition") . Proof. For any s.-a. operator aEV, let S (a) (the "spectral algebra" of a) be the uniform closure of the real polynomials in a without constant term. Let sp(a) denote the spectrum of a. Then for 0 ^ a ¿ 1, S(a) has a distinguished functional representation either as (1) C(sp(a)), the algebra of all real continuous functions if 0 G sp(a); or as (2) C0(sp(a)), the algebra of all real continuous functions vanishing at zero if 0 G sp(a). In any case, a is represented by the "diagonal function" a(t) = t on sp(a) G [0, l] . Moreover, it is clear that the image A(a) of A fïS(a) in C(sp(a)) separates the points of sp(a) -{0} ; and there is no point of this set at which every function in A (a) vanishes.
Regarding A (a) = A n S (a), our task is finished if we can show that A (a) = S (a). For then a2EA if a G V with 0 ^ a ^ 1, and this last restriction is removed by normalizing and writing a = a+ -a~. For a G A, a2 G A then follows from the uniform density of V in A.
If 1£ A, A(a) = S(a) follows at once from the usual Stone-Weierstrass Theorem (Stone's lattice version).
In the other two cases (1 £ A) it is enough to show that A(a) has the twopoint property onsp(a) -jO|.If (2) holds, this is a consequence of Lemma 15.
Finally, suppose (3) holds. Let x,y £ sp(a), 0 < x < y, and let reals a and ß be given. Then there is a function A£ C[0, l] with h(0) = 0 and xh(y) 9e yh(x). The system Xx + ph(x) = a, Xy + ph(y) = ß of linear equations has xh(y) -yh(x) ^0 as its determinant and can therefore be solved for X and p. The functiong(t) = Xa(t) + ph(a(t)) has the desired two-point property and is in A (a). | Theorem 3 is, by contrast, a "noncommutative" result. We state its commutative counterpart separately as Corollary 13. Let Vbe a special vector lattice and let A be its uniform closure. Then any one of conditions (1), (2) or (3) of Theorem 3 implies that A is an algebra of s.-a. operators.
8. Unbounded operators. Throughout this section, A will denote either a finite von Neumann algebra or an AV7*-algebra of finite type and M its regular ring in the sense of [l] . In the concrete case, M is the *-algebra of measurable operators constructed over A (see [1, p. 228] ).
By Corollary 6.2 of [l], any positive element in M has a unique positive square root in M. Thus for any s.-a. element a £ M we may define | a | = (a2)1'2 as before and note that our definition of "special vector lattice" is thus extended to linear subspaces V of s.-a. elements in M satisfying (for example) conditions (A) and (T) of §3.
In the A W*-case, we shall impose one further restriction. We do not know whether this is necessary, but lacking more information about the regular ring, we shall content ourselves with this rather reasonable assumption. This is (MCP) Every increasingly directed family of s.-a. operators in A which is bounded above in A has a least upper bound in A.
Berberian [2, Corollary to Theorem 6] has shown that M also has the "monotone convergence property" (MCP) if A does. The primary motive for assuming (MCP) is provided by the following recent result of Berberian (communicated in a letter to the author) ; the proof will appear elsewhere.
Proposition
10. // the A W*-algebra A (and hence also its regular ring M) satisfies (MCP), then the square root operation preserves order in M+, i.e., for ag>b with a,bEM+ we have a1'2 ¿, b1'2.
by definition. The Spectral Theorem yields (5) => (3).
It is enough, therefore, to show that (2) implies (1). If a0b = ba0, then (1 + a) "Aab) = (6a) (1 + a) _1, so that a6 + a6a = (a6)(l + a) = (1 + a) (6a) = 6a + a6a and finally ab = ba. | From these facts, we deduce a simple criterion for commutativity. Theorem 4. Let V be a special vector lattice of s.-a. elements in the regular ring M and assume that V has the property :
For each a £ V+, V contains the "spectral projections" of a. Then V is commutative.
Proof. Let a, 6 £ V+. Then the spectral projections of a0 and 60 are in V. By Proposition 1 of §2, any two projections e, f in a special vector lattice commute, because e A / = 0. Thus a6 = 6a by Lemma 18 and V is commutative. | Remark. Theorem 4 is true without assuming the "monotone convergence
property" (MCP) on A.
We have already noted that a0 £ {a}" for a £ M+. The reverse is also true: A final result in this area is contained in the next theorem. For this, assume that A is a von Neumann algebra of type IL having a faithful numerical trace. Thus A may be either a type IL algebra with countably decomposable center or a IIrfactor. Let L1 denote the space of summable operators in M arising from the trace on A.
Theorem 6. Every special vector lattice of s.-a. operators which is contained in L1 is commutative and its trace norm closure is an abstract (L)-space (also commutative).
Proof. Let Vbe a special vector lattice with VEL1 and let L be the trace norm closure of V. Since a -> | a | is clearly continuous in the trace norm topology, L is also a special vector lattice. Evidently, then, L is an abstract (L)-space in the sense of Kakutani (see [4, p. 100] for references), the norm being the trace norm ¡011!= trace (|a|). By Kakutani's Theorem (see [4, p. 107, Theorem 2] ), abstract (L)-spaces are concrete. We therefore regard L as concrete and consider the Boolean ring E EL+ consisting of Lebesgue classes of characteristic functions of measurable sets of finite measure. By Proposition 2 of §2, E is commuting, being a disjunctive set. But the linear hull of E is trace norm dense in L, so that L is commutative.
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